IDS Video Tutorial Sample Case
The below information is presented as a sample impaired driving offender case and
should be printed out and used to follow along with the IDS Video Tutorials posted
to the OASAS applications page.
Name: Jane A. Doe
Birth Name: Jane A. Smith
Gender: Female
DOB: 4/22/1967
Last 4 SSN: 1482
State of License: NYS
NYS DMV Client ID: 073451223

Violation Details
On 1/8/2011, motorist was arrested in Albany County for an impaired driving offense. At the time of
arrest, she had a .09 BAC.
Since her BAC was less than .15, she was charged with “1192.2-DWI .08-.17%” and appeared in
Bethlehem Town Court for arraignment on 1/15/2011, where the court referred her for a screening.
Screening Details
On 2/17/2011, a screening was conducted on the motorist by an OASAS approved clinical screening
and assessment provider using the Audit Alcohol Screening Test. Based on the results of the
screening, an assessment was recommended.
Assessment Details
On 2/18/2011, the motorist began her assessment with the same provider who conducted the
screening. The provider reviewed the clients drivers abstract (page 2 of this document) and arrest
report (page 3 of this document) on 2/25/2011. Collateral interviews were also conducted and a
toxicology test (drug screen) was ordered and returned with a positive result. On 3/1/2011, the
assessment was completed and the provider recommended treatment.
Treatment Details
On 3/19/2011, the motorist was admitted to treatment with the same provider that conducted the
screening and assessment. She participated in 23 treatment sessions and on 8/20/2011 was
discharged with a status of “Completed”.
Drinking Driver Program
At the time of conviction, the motorist was mandated by the court to participate in the Drinking Driver
Program (DDP). The motorist enrolled at the local DMV office and started the program on 8/27/2011.
On 9/13/2011, she relocated and requested to transfer to another DDP. Neither of the DPP’s the
motorist was enrolled in referred her for an assessment and she completed the DDP classes on
10/8/2011.

